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In ]950 John Dollard and Neal Miller (4) published a book on
Personality and Psychotherapy which was heavily influenced by
Freud's psychoanal ytic theory. Freudian concepts such as conflict,
repression, transference, and the pleasure principl e were related to
con cepts and experimental pa r adigms which had been developed by
learning theorists who had followed the path bla zed by Pavlov,
T horn dike, and Hull. F ro m this syn thesis emerged a theoretical
schema which ha s had considerable impact on Am erican psychology.
But it seems that although D ollard and M iller had made psychoanalytic t heory more palat able to m ay psychologists, psychoanalysts
responded that the new bland re cipe wa s so drastically altered that
it had omitted the essential ingredients of psychoanalytic theory (8) .
In 1954 Julian B . Ro t ter 's book , Social L earning and Clinical
Psy chology, was published. In it R ot ter presented " a social learning
theory of personality" (9, p. 84), personality assessment, per sonality
research, and psychotherapy. " It is a social learning theory because
it stress es the fact that the maj or or ba sic modes of behaving are
learned in social situations and ar e ine xtricably fused with needs
requiring for their satisfac tion the mediation of other person s"
(9, p. 84)' It was influenced by Adler's Individual P sychology .
W hile many people seem to be aware of F reud 's influence on Dollard
and Miller, fewer ar e aw are of Ad ler 's influence on Rotter. Rotter
did not offer his work as an effort to recast Adlerian conceptions
into the language of learning t heor y. W hile t he influence of Adler
was heuristi cally powerful and pervasive, R otter 's theoretical efforts
went beyond the tra nsla tion of Adlerian ideas into a lan guage which
might be more acceptabl e to academically inclined psychologists.
To depreciate social learning theory as wa tered-down Individual
P sych ology or to depreciate Individual Psychology as fatty waste
in comparison to the lean, red m eat of social learning theory would
11 wish to th an k Juli an B. R otter for his hel pful comments on this paper and
to in dicate th at th e au t hor assumes full r esp onsibil ity for his in terp r eta tio ns of
social learning th eor y and Individu al P sy ch ology.
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be a means of safeguarding esteem that neither Adler nor Rotter
would require.
The present paper proposes to examine the many striking similarities and a few real differences between Rotter and Adler. 1t is
of some interest that this examination has not taken place before.
INFLUENCES ON THE BASIC POSTULATES

When Adler was in New York City in 1936 and 1937, Rotter
attended a series of Adler's clinics and demonstrations, university
seminars, and informal meetings in Adler's hotel home. Adler was
nearing the end of his most useful life; Rotter was a young man just
at the threshold of his professional life. In addition to his early
association with Adler, Rotter benefited from personal association
and the teachings of J. R. Kantor and Kurt Lewin.
Rotter (9, p. 94) credits Kantor primarily with theaching him
what may be called the construct point oj view. This holds that events,
including behavior, serve as the basis or referent for the theoretical
abstractions from the events that are called constructs or concepts.
The event is not the construct; the construct is the invention of the
theorist for a particular purpose.
Rotter credits Lewin, as well as Kantor, with influencing him to
adopt the basic assumption of a field theory, that "the unit ... for
the study of personality is the interaction of the individual and his
meaningful environment" (9, p. 85). Also acknowledged are the
influences of Lewin, Adler, Thorndike, and Hull on highlighting the
value of viewing behavior as goal-directed. Rotter infers "the directional aspect of behavior ... from the effect of reinforcing condi tions'
(9, p. 97)· Reinforcement is defined as an event which increases or
decreases the probability that movement toward a goal will occur.
Skinner (13) and Meehl (7) had offered previously a similar interpretation of reinforcement which is known as the empirical law of
effect. Lewin should also be credited with influencing Rotter to
place stress on the importance of the psychological situation.
Rotter acknowledges the influence of Adler in his use of the widely
accepted principle of the unity of personality. "A person's . . .
in teractions with his meaningful environment influence each other"
(9, p. 94)· This leads to increasing stability or unity of personality
through time since new experiences are acquired within a context of
previously learned meanings and interpretations. Rotter does not
place an arbitrary cutting point at any age in the person's develop-
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mental history where new learning ceases. Personality can potentiall y change throughout life, but the influence of new experiences
is filtered through a system of generalized expectations developed
in earlier interactions.
Adler also influenced Rotter's final postulate that "T he occurrence of a behavior of a person is determined not only by the nature
or importance of goals or reinforcements but also by the person's
anticip ation or expecta ncy" (9, p. 102) that the se goals are contin gent upon his behavior. Ansbacher summarized Adler's view as,
"Actions are determined by the opinion of oneself and the world as
well as by the goal " (3, p. 341). Within the learning theory tradition,
Rotter's conception of expectancy was influenced, of course, by
Tolman and his students.
T HE MAJOR DIFFERENC E BETW EEN R OT T E R A ND ADLER

Adler's system is a grand theory of personality. It encompasses
t he whole range of human beh avior, although it does focus on understa nding disturbed hum an beh avior with an eye toward changing
socially useless aspects of the person's style of life. Adler's concern
wit h helping people in distress led to the formulation of a theory of
personality and a psychotherapeutic approach based upon his
clinical observations. In method, Adler was a scientist. H e observed
his client's respon se to current life problems, his earlie st recollections,
and other behaviors to form an hypothesis ab out the person's goal
which would enable him to predict his client's pattern of movement
in light of the hypothesized goal. If the predicted outcomes were
not consonant with th e psychological construction, the hypothesisnot the observations-was subj ect to change.
Adler revised his theories in light of his observations through ou t
his life. Adler held the view that man strove toward perfection and
overcomin g, and that all of us make something of a mistake in life.
Adler's solution to the problem of mistaken view s of oneself and the
world was to emphasize the social nature of reality-th e use of
comm on sense rather than private intelligence.
This excursion into Adler's theory has a point. 1t is that Adler,
like all scientists, was well aware of the importance of consensual
agr eement based upon reliable observatio n to people, both as scientist s and as citize ns-in-gen eral. Interpretations of Adler as a "subjective psychologist" mu st be read carefully to ensure that Adler's
allegiance to scientific method and canons of thinking is not slighted.
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Ad ler did not see Individual Psychology as a sta tic statement of
tr u t h that was some how ind ependen t of reality; rather lawfu l predic tion of m an's beha vior in his social context was Adler 's goal, and
his theory was a veh icle to be used in such a way that it facilitated
movement toward that goal.
Rotter's social learning theory is not a gran d theory of perso na lity.
T heo rists of the preceding generation, such as Ad ler, had come to
gri ps with t he prob lem of deve loping a fram ework useful for clinical
work. Socia l learning theory was developed as a framework which
would goad and guide rese arch. While it is not a gra nd th eory,
neither is it a mi niature theory . Miniature theories develop as a
means of exp laining psychological obse rvations in a circumscribed
area such as ach ievem ent motivation. Social lea rning theory is
interm ediate to either grand or mi niature t heories; it focuses on
predicting behavior in choice situations where mo re th an one behavior
direc ted at mo re than one goa l is possible. Ro tter expresses his
pred ictions in various formu las (9, pp. 108-110).
Ad ler's presentation of his theory is literary. He paints a verbal
portrai t of his patien ts an d uses their beha vior to illustrate the
referen ts for his conce pts. T he content of Ad ler 's theory is pa ra mount.
Rotter presents a schematic ou tli ne of his theory where process or
in terrelations of constructs takes precedence over the spec ification
of content. Rotter provides a ske leta l framework which is to be
nourished to heal thy development by fru itful empirical pr ogress
towards ascertaining the classes of behaviors wh ich are func tiona lly
related by movement towards a goal.
The strategy for Adler and Rotter is the same, but A dler focuses on
the in dividual client in a clinical context where Rotter empha sizes the
measurement and prediction of goal-directed movement in a research
context. Th is research focu s leads Rotter to emphasize the develop ment
of lower-order or more sp ecific constructs which can be defined by clearcut operations f or measurement and which can be systematically related
to one another to reduce overlapping and redundancy. This is the major
essential dijfere1~e between the two theorists, and it is why Rotter (I I)
is concerned ,wilth an analy sis of Adlerian psy chology f rom a research
orientation. II
R elated to this difference in focus is the fact that, as will be
seen, there is no counterpart in Rotter's theory for Adler's concept
of socia l interest. T his is beca use Ro tter distin guishes between a
personali ty theory whose goal is to predict behavior, an d th e va lue
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positions that one assumes as a per son or as a psychotherapist.
Social interest is a very br oad concept which seems to contain much
that is orien ted toward prediction bu t some that is not . rt is a concept that is partly psychological and partl y ethical. It does more
than inform; it urges a course of moral action. T o sa y this is not to
disp arage th e humanistic concern th at led Adler to introduce within
the social interest concept the valu es of cooperation and loving concern for others. We onl y wish to indicate that th ese values ar e kept
distinct from th e predictive constru ct s of social learning theory,
while the values, we hope, are shared by man y of its students .
PARAL LEL C ONST R UCTS

Need Potential-Life Style
Behavior potential (9, p. 105) is the constru ct which focuses on
the probability that a specific behavior dire ct ed toward a specific
reinforcement in a specific situation will occur. N eed potential
(9, p. J 84-J 89) is the broader conception which refers to the potentiality of a group of behaviors occurring which ar e functionall y
related in that the y lead to function ally equivalent reinforcements
or goals.
St yle of life is a broad concept which encompasses the indi vidual's
goal, his opinion of himself and the world, and his uniqu e way of
striving for th e goal in his particular situa tion (2, p. 172). The
beh avioral aspect of the styl e of life, the unique way of striving for
the goal in a particular situ ation, parallels the concept of need
potential or beh avioral potential. Rotter holds that potenti al needs
can have any content as long as direct or indirect behavioral referents for goal-movement are supplied .
Goal s making up a need may be unique to an individual. For
example, the behavior of a person in a marriage will vary if, inst ead
of seeking love and affection from his wife, he seeks sta tus by su bjugating her so that he will feel like a king. Also, behavior used to
reach the same goal or reinforcement will vary as a functi on of
individual learning experiences. F or example, to obtain love and affection from others, most people enga ge in loving and affection ate
behavior, but a person may evolve a relatively unique behavior
directed towards obtaining love and affection such as parading his
misery by moping, sighing and self-belittlemen t. P resumably, thi s
pattern has been learned in pre vious situations where affectionate
rewards have followed such behaviors.
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Freedom of Movement-Opinion of Self and the W orld
The concept of expecta ncy (9, p . J 07) in social learning th eory
is concerned with the individual's su bj ectively held probability that
a behavior will lead to a reinforc ement in a situation. Freedom of
movement (9, pp. J 94- 20 0 ) refers to a generalized expectancy for
obtaining positive satisfactions.
High freed om of movement implies that the individual expects
man y behaviors to lead successfull y to his valued goals. Such a
cognitive expectati on implies freedom to move in alternati ve pathways to reach a goal and that m any and diverse goals are potenti ally
obtainable. Such a person feels at hom e on thi s earth at this time.
H e ha s a place. In relation to social goals, he feels that he belon gs.
He can strive for superiority, for perfection, to overcome because he
anticipat es success; he has courage.
Low freedom of movement is equi val ent to a feeling of inferiority
in that it implies that the person feels helpless and incapable of
reaching through his own efforts the goals that he values. H e is
discouraged.
~'
Th e free dom 0 f movement concept IS
. an " apperce I trve
·
schema. "
It includes such self-reflect ive behavior as one's opi j ipn of oneself,
particularly when thi s opinion concerns the probabilit y of obtaining
one's goals. I t is also concerned with one's opinion of the world.
An important example of generalized expectancy is the con cept
of internal versus external locus of control. T he person who has an
internal locu s of control believes that the reinforcem ents th at he
receives are contingent upon his efforts. T he person with an external
locus of control views the receipt of reinforcements or goal-attainment as a matter of luck, fate, or the caprice of powerful oth ers .
Lefcourt (6) recently reviewed th e empirical research and implications of the concept of belief in person al control in thi s Journal,
pointing out the similarities with Adler's concepts of striving for
superiority and of courage.

N eed Value-Fictional Final Goal
Reinforcement v alue (9, p . 10 7) is defined as the relative pr eference
v alue for obt aining alternative goa ls, assuming the individual has
an equal su bj ective probability for success. Need value (9, p. 189)
is the bro ader conception applied to a grou p of functionally related
reinforcements or goals . T he concepts of need and goal are used
interchangeably by R otter depending on whethe r he wishes to focus
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on the individu al or the situ ational aspect of the interaction sequen ces comprising personality.
T here is, at least, a partial correspond ence between the need
value concept and the final goal concept of I ndi vidu al P sychology.
T he sty le of life, the final goal, and th e striving for su periority were
conce pts employed by Adl er to emphasize the usefuln ess of viewing
beh avior as goal-directed. R ot te r is as stro ngly committed to goaldirectedness , H owever, he puts less emphasis on a single, uniqu e,
over riding goal. If all beh avior in social learning theory is not viewed
as leading tow ard a single final goa l, all behavior is viewed as leadin g
toward goals.
T he crea tion or origin of goals in socia l learning th eory is accounted
for wholly by principles of cognitive learning, an d like all its other
concepts, need values are ca tegorized on an empirica l basis. I n
som e sense of the term th e person ca n be sa id " to have created
a ficti on al goal," but his creation is not without expe riential antecedents. N eed v alues ar e based on past expe riences as in terpreted
by the individual. T he value of any goal is a function of th e expect ancy that it will lead to other goa ls. Su bj ective probabilities
held by a person may not be equivalent to objective or mathem atical
pr obabilities, but thi s does not im ply that the erro rs ar e not su bj ect
to psychological explanation .
Adler like any theorist is su bject to interpretation . W e view
Adler as being an em piricist rather than an ontologist, bu t others
som etim es interpret him as more of the latter than t he form er .
Adler's emphasis on creativi ty in t he form ation of the goal can be
interpreted as his mean s of em phas izing the extensive filt ering of
expe riences t hroug h an apperceptive schem a which contained
expectations abou t oneself an d the nature of th e wor ld. Suc h an
emphasis on the influenc e of one's persona lity on the in t erpretation
or psychological m eaning of even ts does not go be yond a scientific
ep istem ology. It is clea r that Rotte r is committed to such an epistemology. Given this interpret ation of Adler's con cept of the final
goal, the concept of need va lue serves a similar fun ction in social
learning th eory .

The Psych ological Situation
T he psychological situation is som etimes ch aracteriz ed as the
four th m aj or variab le in Rotter 's theor y. Following Lewi n and
Kantor, he defines it as the situation as it is expe rienced by th e
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person with the meaning that he gives to it. Like all the other
variables it must be describable in intrasubjectively and intersubjectively reliable terms. Since the person interacting with his
environment is con sidered the unit of analysis, behavior potential,
expectancy, and reinforcement value cannot be considered independently of the situation (10) .
While Adler was less explicit in emphasizing the situation as a
variable, the concept is implicit in his way of thinking. This will
be apparent to the reader who will examine Adler's writings and
notice the frequency with which the word "situation" occu rs. Alder
was very much concerned with the person's interpret,it-;ion of life
•
.
i,,/
SI tuations.
VIEWS ON MALADJUSTMENT AND PSYCHOTHERAPY

When we consider the clinical enterprise, the similarities between
Individual Psychology and social learning theory appear to be very
great. Rotter does not argue that implications for psychotherapy
can be rigorously deduced from his theory. In part, this is because
the "learning" aspect of the theory provides a framework of important processes to be considered in predicting behavior which must
be combined with the "personality" or content aspect of the theory
which is to be empirically determined. This empirical work is not
complete, but it has begun. Also, Rotter recognizes that psychotherapy and even definitions of maladaptive behavior require value
commitments on the part of the psychologist that are not part of
the predictive ingredients of his theory. Implications from the
theory for psychotherapy remain at some middle ground of specificity.
Consequently, I believe one can predict what Rotter will do in
psychotherapy, almost as well from a knowledge of Individual
Psychology as from knowledge of social learning theory. Of course,
Rotter hopes to apply his theory as directly as possible to clinical
problems, rather than merely to explain techniques derived from
Individual Psychology.

Model of Behavior Disorders
In Individual Psychology the individual is said to develop a
pattern of movement directed toward a goal of personal superiority
or self-enhancement because he fears a defeat on the useful side of
life. The neurotic style of life safeguards the self-esteem of an individual who feels inadequately prepared to meet life on its own terms.
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In social learning theory, the individual is said to engage in maladaptiv e or avoidant and " irreal" (9, p. ]97) beha viors when he has
a low expectancy for secur ing a highl y valued goa l. Low freedom of
movem ent (increased feelings of in feriori ty) in rela tion to highly
value d needs or goals (goa l of su pe riority) is offered as the psychological model un derl ying disord ered beh avior.
In part the patien t's low freedo m of movement is due to ha ving
a high minimal goal level. I n social learning theory the minim al
goal level is defined as "the lowest goa l in a continuum of potential
reinforcements for some life situation . .. which will be perceived
as a satisfaction" (9, p. 213) . Operationa lly, it is the lowest goa l in
a continuum that is an empirically reinforcing event, tha t is, that
increases the probability tha t a preceding be havior will occur .
Rotter relates his concep t of high minimal goal level to Adler's
concept of the unrealisti c goal of su periority (9, p. 350). Rotter
also indicates that child rearing practices th at can be characterized
as "pampering" may pr ep are a child for a life of dissatisfaction since
the parents are providing such an ove rindulgent, overpro tect ive
environment that a high min imal goal level may result. Both Adler
and R otter indicate that the indi vidu al experiences difficulty because
he has low expectations for re aching valued goals or becau se he has
failed, due to his mistaken view of him self and the wor ld, to devel op
the skilled behaviors th at lead to success ful goa l attainment .
An individual with low freedom of m ovem en t will engage in
avoidan t behaviors (safe guarding through distanc e) and not approach
situ ations where va lued rewards are poten ti ally pre sent, or, at least,
he will not forthrightly seek to obtain his valued goals. H e may also
engage in irreal beh avior (safe gu arding thro ug h distanc e) such as
daydreaming about his per sonal suc cess or what he would do if
only he were not neuroti c, unloved, discriminated aga inst, or wha t
have you . It is apparent that R otte r's conc ep ts of low freedom of
mo vement, high minimal goal level , and av oid ance and irreal behavior correspond to the Adler' s concepts of increased feeling of
inferiority, exaggerated goal of su periority, and sa fegu ard ing through
distance.

The Social Factor
The major difference in the views of maladjustmen t is th at
Adler is more specific about the common content of the mistaken
opinions and their origin. He argues that th e individu al has failed
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to take human relatedness into account, to develop his social interess... ,
presumably, as a function of some overburdening childhood situation
such as pampering, neglect, or organ in feriority. The individual
does no t feel that he belongs, has a place, is one with his fellow man,
because his potential for social interest was not developed in the
maternal interaction and then extended to include his fellow men.
Th us, the individual cannot cope with the great ta sks of life which
are all actually social problems.
Rotter has not specified the con tent of neurotic disturban ce with
this exactness, but has no view which is incom patible with the
Ad lerian view. Although, as a scientist, he has the patience to wait
un til the evidence is collected, as a therapist he must observe his
pa tien t to determine the im portant goals, expectations, and pattern
of moveme nt that he uses. I n doing th at, he is not unl ike the Individu al Psychologist who ap plies t he Adlerian framework to each
patient as an individual in his own right.
Ro tter (12) has called attention to the importance of recognizing
and clarifying one's value posit ion as it influences the condu ct of
psychotherapy, and his psyc hotherapeutic val ues are ac tually very
congenieal wit h those of Adler. I n psychotherapy or in life more
generally, Rotter may reinforce cooperation, understanding others,
and contributions to social welfare because he va lues such behaviors.
He would recognize that u nder specific circu mstances, an ind ividual
can develop a learned need to help ot hers. Currently, Rotter is
doing research on the concept of interpersonal trust which might be
viewed as one aspect of social interest. Re inforcement is one tec hnique for encouraging prosocial behavior, but social learni ng theory,
per se, does not indicate that thi s is a class of behavior which should
be encouraged.
Of course, it is recognized that th e " should" in th e last sentence
could be justified by Individua l Psychology in eit her of two ways.
I t could be argued that socia l interest is a transcendental goal to be
va lued for its intrinisc meri t , or that social in terest is an empirical
give n since the nature of life is suc h that for man to live happily
or to be free of neurosis, he mu st strive for th e ideals of perso nal and
social pr ogress. To the degree th at the lat ter interp retation is empirically testab le and suppor ted by empirical evid ence, an ad herent
to the epistemo logical approach accep ted by social learni ng theory
would in trodu ce a concept like social in terest in to the emp irically
developed con tent of social learnin g t heory. Rega rd less of th e test -
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abil ity or evidential status of su ch sentiments imp lied in the concept
of social interest, the y rem ain appealing fictions to me.
Goals oj P sychotherapy
Rotter sees psyc hotherapeutic practices as stemming from his
theoretical conceptions and va lue posinons. These are similar to
Adler's . Rotter (12) sees the purposes of psychotherapy as helping
the patient to reac h a greater st ate of happiness or comfort or pleasur e
and to lead a more constructive life, to contribute to his society, to
maximize his potenti al for achi evement, and to increase his feelings
of affectio n for and contribution to others.
T he goa ls that Rotter wants to accomplish ear ly in therapy are
likewise similar to Adler's . One goal is to understand the patient
even to the point of being able to predict his behavior. To accomplish
this, the the rapist must assess the patient's impo rtant goals, expect ations about goal attainment, interpretations of situations, and
potential behaviors. At t he same time, he will at tempt to win the
patient. He will attem pt to develop the expectation that change is
possible, an d t hat he can help the patient find more satisfying behaviors to reac h his goals. T he therapist will a ttempt to increase
his reinfo rcement va lue in other ways as well, perhaps, by expressing
his genuine in terest and concern for his client's welfare. T herapy
is a cooperative un dertaking, and it is import ant th a t both patient
and t herapist have their goals clearl y in mind. Rotter will freq uently
struc ture and restructure psychoth erapy to be sur e that the patient
and therapist share mu tu al goa ls and that their roles are clearl y
specified as they move toward t hese shared goals, as Dreikurs (5,
p. 82) ha s expressed this for the Adlerian approach.
As therapy progresses, Rot ter will help the patient understand
contingencies between his behavior and the rewards and punishments t hat follow from his actions, and he will directly reinforce
new effect ive behavior pat tern s as they emerge. Interpretations
designed to increase insight, or to state it better, to increase freedom
of movem ent an d to alt er the va lues of cer tai n goals, are offered to
the patient. Rotter believes that it is at least as importan t that
the pa tient learn to und erstand the behavior of ot hers as it is that
he understand his own behavior. T he spec ific focus of much of th e
interpretive comment is on t he con tin gencies between behav iors and
goal attainment in speci fic situations. This will include such concerns as helping the patient differe ntiate the goals potentially avai l-
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able in various social settings, understand that attaining a specific
goal may conflict with attaining other valued goals in a particular
situation, understand that attaining certain goals such as dominance
and control of others can lead to immediate and delayed punishment
from others, and understand the ways in which certain goals originated and their present day consequences. Like Adler (T), Rotter
will discuss life goals with the patient in order to change immediate
goals and behaviors. Expectations that are no longer appropriate
will be altered, so that, to use an Adlerian term, the patient will be
encouraged and able to try new behaviors. I t is often necessary to
alter expectancies before new behavior (leading to valued goals)
will be tried.
Summary
Rotter places a strong emphasis on changing behavior, as does
Individual Psychology. Behavior patterns that are effective and
directed toward valued goals will be directly reinforced by the
therapist. The therapist may also enlist other important people in
the patient's life to reward certain patterns of behavior. Changing
mistaken expectancies, altering the value of certain goals, or changing
the means used to obtain the goals through interpretive discussion
are seen as helping the patient to develop the courage to try potentially more rewarding and constructive behavior. Rotter relies
quite heavily on the idea that alternative behaviors are potentially
available which can bring satisfaction to the patient without infringing upon the rights of others. At times, the patient must learn
social or occupational skills that he has not acquired due to low
freedom of movement and consequent avoidant behavior, or, perhaps,
the patient has failed to learn higher level social skills because he has
never seen them modeled. Above all, Rotter wants the patient to
acquire an expectancy and set of behaviors based on the conception
that searching for alternative paths to goals or for alternative goals
is a valuable problem-solving skill that is basic to acquiring high
freedom of movement. The individual must devel op the conviction
that he can find solutions and can cope with the problems of life.
CONCLUDING RESERVATION

While I hope to have pointed out some similarities and a few
differences between Individual Psychology and social learning
theory, I have a reservation about the success of my task. It is
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probabl y not possible to sepa ra te with an y degree of assurance the
influence of Adler from that of Lewin, K an tor, or the Zeitgeist on
Rotter 's social learning theory. Jt should be clear th at Rotter offers
his theory as a step in th e direction of theoretical progress. rn so
doin g, he accepts the thesis that a good theory is sta ted in such a
way that it is fragile; as the empirical evidence is collected, social
learning theory will be extended, revi sed and cast into new forms,
or rejected in favor of more useful concep tualiza tions. T he similarities between Individual Psy chology and social learning theory
offer the basis for a feeling of mutual regard , the differences can
serve to stim ulate critical appra isal aimed at useful overcoming.
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